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February 20, 1986

Donald P. Irwin, Esq. Bernard M. Bordenick, Esq.

Hunton & Williams U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

707 East Main Street Commission
Richmond, Virginia 23212 Washington, D.C. 20555

Stewart M. Glass, Esq.
Regional Counsel
Federal Emergency Management

Agency
26 Federal Plaza, Rm. 1349
New York, New York 10278

Dear Stewart, Bernie, and Don:

I am writing on behalf of Suffolk County, the State of New
York and the Town of Southampton, to follow up on pre-exercise
discussions concerning exercise-related r.aterials which you
indicated would be made available to the Governments after.the
exercise occurred.

First, on February 12, 1986, FEMA promised that after the
FEMA would provide us with the complete exerciseexercise,

scenario, as well as documents concerning how the scenario was
" negotiated." The details of the scenario, including a complete
set of all the FEMA " free play" and " simulator" messages, are
essential to our understanding of what happened (or was supposed
to have happened) during the exercise. I request that the

scenario, the exercise messages, and tne related documents
concerning development of the scenario be provided to us.

Second, since the Governments' exercise monitors were barredr

from the FEMA Control Cell (the headquarters for the " simulators"
of governmental officials) and were not allowed to hear or observe
much of the " simulators'" activities or interactions with LILCO
employees during the exercise at other locations,1/ we have

1/ Larry Lanpher at the EOF was able to observe some(footnote continued)
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Wepractically no knowledge of those activities or interactions.logs" wereunderstand, however, that something called " simulators'
generated during the exercise. We hereby request that copies of
those logs be provided to us.

Third, in our pre-exercise conversations concerning the
limitations imposed on the Governments' ability to monitor the
exercise, we were told about " logs" and other written records- We.which would be kept by the LILCO players during the exercise.
were told that these materials would record the activities,
events, and interactions which we were not able to observe
ourselves during the exercise. We request copies of those LILCO-
kept logs and similar written records generated during-the
exercise.

After we have had a chance to review these materials and
FEMA's report on the exercise, we may have additional requests
which we will pursue informally or, if necessary, by more formal
means. Please call me, Larry Lanpher or Mike Miller if you have
any questions. >

'
Sincerely,

}
Karla . Letsche

KJL:so
cc: Martin Bradley Ashare, Esq.

Fabian G. Palomino, Esq.
Stephen B. Latham, Esq.

(footnote continued from previous page)
simulator /LILCO interactions but could hear very little and was
unable to observe on many occasions because activities took place
far from his assigned location. Also, at LILCO's February 13
press conferences, LILCO spokespersons indicated that there were
many telephone conversations between LILCO and the simulators.


